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Abstract. Multiserver queueing systems describe situations in which users require service from multi-
ple parallel servers. Examples include check-in lines at airports, waiting rooms in hospitals,
queues in contact centers, data buffers in wireless networks, and delayed service in cloud
data centers. These are all situations with jobs (clients, patients, tasks) and servers (agents,
beds, processors) that have large capacity levels, ranging from the order of tens (checkouts)
to thousands (processors). This survey investigates how to design such systems to exploit
resource pooling and economies-of-scale. In particular, we review the mathematics behind
the quality- and efficiency-driven (QED) regime, which lets the system operate close to
full utilization, while the number of servers grows simultaneously large and delays remain
manageable. Aimed at a broad audience, we describe in detail the mathematical concepts
for the basic Markovian many-server system, and we provide only sketches or references
for more advanced settings related to, e.g., load balancing, overdispersion, parameter un-
certainty, general service requirements, and queueing networks. While serving as a partial
survey of a massive body of work, the tutorial is not meant to be exhaustive.
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1. Introduction. Multiserver systems describe situations in which users require
service from multiple parallel servers. Classical examples of such systems include call
centers [37, 126, 157, 47, 21, 27, 166, 17, 95], health care delivery [5, 56, 164, 57], and
communication systems [2, 92, 151, 147]. In all settings, one can think of such systems
as being composed of jobs and servers. In call centers, jobs are customers' requests for
help from one of the agents (servers). In communication networks, the data packets
are the jobs and the communication channels are the servers. The system scale may
refer to the size of the client base it caters to, or the magnitude of its capacity, or
both.
Next to the central notions of jobs and servers, most multiserver systems are
subject to uncertainty and hence give rise to stochastic systems. Although arrival
volumes over a certain planning horizon can be anticipated to some extent, for in-
stance, through historical data and forecasting methods, it is challenging to predict
with certainty future arrival patterns. Moreover, job sizes are typically random as
well, adding more uncertainty. This intrinsic stochastic variability is a predominant
cause of delay experienced by jobs in the system, which is why stochastic models have
proved instrumental in both quantifying and improving the operational performance
of multiserver systems. Queueing theory provides the mathematical tools to analyze
such stochastic models, and to evaluate and improve system performance. Queue-
ing theory can also serve to reveal capacity-sizing rules that prescribe how to scale
multiserver systems, in terms of matching capacity with demand, to meet certain per-
formance targets. Often a trade-off exists between high system utilization and short
delays.
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Fig. 1 Effects of resource pooling in the M/M/s queue.
Effects of Resource Pooling. Let us first demonstrate the effects of resource
pooling for the most basic multiserver queueing model, theM/M/s queue. This model
assumes that jobs arrive according to a Poisson process, that their service times form
an independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) sequence of exponential random
variables, and that jobs are processed in order of arrival by one of the s parallel
servers. Delayed jobs are temporarily stored in an infinite-sized buffer. The three
parameters that characterize this model are the arrival rate \lambda , the mean processing
time 1/\mu , and the number of servers s. We denote the number of jobs in the system at
time t by Q(t). The process (Q(t))t\geq 0 is a continuous-time Markov chain with state
space \{ 0, 1, 2, . . .\} . The birth rate \lambda is constant, and the death rate is \mu \cdot min\{ k, s\} 
when there are k jobs in the system. Observe now that we can change the time scale
by considering the process (Q(t\mu ))t\geq 0, so that a busy server completes one job per
unit of time. This allows us to consider the case \mu = 1 without loss of generality.
To illustrate the operational benefits of sharing resources, we compare a system
of s separate M/M/1 queues, each serving a Poisson arrival stream with rate \lambda < 1,
against one M/M/s queue with arrival rate \lambda s. The two systems thus face the same
workload \lambda per server. We now fix the value of \lambda and vary s. Obviously, the delay and
queue length distribution in the first scenario with parallel servers are unaffected by
the parameter s, since there is no interaction between the single-server queues. This
lack of coordination tolerates an event of having an idle server while the total number
of jobs in the system exceeds s, therefore wasting resource capacity. Such an event
cannot happen in the many-server scenario, due to the central queue. This central
coordination improves the quality of service (QoS). Indeed, Figure 1 shows that the
reduction in mean delay and delay probability can be substantial.
QED Regime. The quality- and efficiency-driven (QED) regime is a form of
resource pooling that goes beyond the typical objective of improving performance by
joining forces. For the M/M/s queue, the QED regime is best explained in terms of
the square-root rule
(1.1) s = \lambda + \beta 
\surd 
\lambda , \beta > 0,
which prescribes how to size capacity as a function of the offered load. Notice that the
number of servers s is taken equal to the sum of the mean load \lambda and an additional term
\beta 
\surd 
\lambda that is of the same order as the natural load fluctuations of the arrival process
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Fig. 2 Sample paths of the M/M/s queue with \lambda = 10, 50, and 100 and s set according to the three
scaling rules in (1.2) with \beta = 0.5.
(so of the order
\surd 
\lambda ). Observe that capacity increases with \beta , where we note that the
free parameter \beta can take any positive value. The QED regime assumes the coupling
between \lambda and s as in (1.1) and then lets both s and \lambda become large. This not only
increases the scale of operation, but also lets the load per server \rho = \lambda /s \sim 1 - \beta /\surd \lambda 
approach 1 as s (and \lambda ) become(s) large. Now instead of diving immediately into the
mathematical details, we shall first demonstrate the QED regime, or the capacity-
sizing rule (1.1), by investigating typical sample paths of the queue length process
Q = (Q(t))t\geq 0 for increasing values of \lambda .
The upper middle panel of Figure 2 depicts a sample path for \lambda = 10 and s set
according to (1.1) rounded to the nearest integer. The number of delayed jobs at
time t is given by (Q(t)  - s)+ with (\cdot )+ := max\{ 0, \cdot \} . The number of idle servers is
given by (s  - Q(t))+. In Figure 2, the upper and lower areas enclosed between the
sample path and the horizontal dashed line s respectively represent the cumulative
queue length and the cumulative number of idle servers over the given time period.
Bearing in mind the dual goals of QoS and efficiency, we want to minimize both of
these areas simultaneously.
We next show similar sample paths for increasing values of \lambda . Since s > \lambda is
required for stability, the value of s needs to be adjusted accordingly. We show three
scaling rules,
(1.2) s
(1)
\lambda = [\lambda + \beta ] , s
(2)
\lambda = [\lambda + \beta 
\surd 
\lambda ], s
(3)
\lambda = [\lambda + \beta \lambda ] ,
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REVIEW OF THE QED HEAVY-TRAFFIC REGIME 407
with \beta > 0, where [\cdot ] denotes the rounding operator. Note that these three rules differ
in terms of overcapacity s\lambda  - \lambda , and s(2)\lambda is the (rounded) square-root rule introduced in
(1.1). Figure 2 depicts typical sample paths of the queue length process for increasing
values of \lambda for the three scaling rules with \beta = 0.5. Observe that for all scaling
rules, the stochastic fluctuations of the queue length processes relative to s decrease
with the system size. Moreover, the paths in Figure 2 appear to become smoother
with increasing \lambda . Of course, the actual sample path always consists of upward and
downward jumps of size 1, but we will show how proper centering and scaling of the
queue length process indeed gives rise to a diffusion process in the limit as \lambda \rightarrow \infty 
(section 2). Although the difference in performance of the three regimes is not yet
evident for relatively small \lambda , clear distinctive behavior occurs for large \lambda .
ED and QD Regimes. With s(1)\lambda , most jobs are delayed and server idle time
is low, since \rho = (1 + \beta /\lambda ) - 1 \rightarrow 1 as \lambda \rightarrow \infty . Systems scaled according to this
rule value server efficiency over QoS, and therefore in the literature this regime is
also known as the efficiency-driven (ED) regime [166]. In contrast, the third scaling
rule s
(3)
\lambda yields a constant utilization level \rho = 1/(1 + \beta ), which stays away from
1, even for large \lambda . Queues operating in this regime exhibit significant server idle
times. Moreover, for the particular realization of the queueing processes for \lambda = 50
and \lambda = 100, none of the jobs is delayed. This is known as the quality-driven (QD)
regime [166]. The scaling rule s
(2)
\lambda is in some ways a combination of the other two
regimes. First, we have \rho = (1 + \beta /
\surd 
\lambda ) - 1 \rightarrow 1 as \lambda \rightarrow \infty , which indicates efficient
usage of resources as the system grows. The sample paths, however, indicate that
only a fraction of all jobs is delayed, and only small queues arise, indications of good
QoS. Figure 2 provides visual confirmation that the square-root rule s
(2)
\lambda , related
to the QED regime, strikes the right balance between the two profound objectives of
capacity allocation in multiserver systems: negligible delay and idling. We shall latter
discuss the mathematical foundations of the QED regime and quantify the favorable
properties revealed by Figure 2, including the nondegeneracy of the delay probability.
To quote Halfin and Whitt [63], ``The balance between service and economy usually
dictates that the probability of delay be kept away from both zero and one, so that the
number of jobs present fluctuates between the regions above and below the number
of servers.""
Central Limit Theorem. We will see that not only the M/M/s queue but also
a wide range of multiserver models will possess the same property (delay probability
being strictly between zero and one). This is because the QED regime is intimately
connected with the Central Limit Theorem (CLT). Let \Phi denote the cumulative dis-
tribution function (cdf) of the standard normal distribution.
Theorem 1.1 (Central Limit Theorem). Let X1, X2, . . . be i.i.d. random vari-
ables of finite mean m and variance v. Then, for all x \in \BbbR ,
(1.3) lim
n\rightarrow \infty \BbbP 
\Bigl( n\sum 
i=1
Xi < mn+ vx
\surd 
n
\Bigr) 
= \Phi (x).
Consider a Pois(\lambda ) random variable, with \lambda integer valued, which is equal in
distribution to the sum of \lambda independent Poisson random variables with unit mean
and variance, i.e.,
Pois(\lambda )
d
=
\lambda \sum 
i=1
Poisi(1).
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Direct application of the CLT hence implies that for s = \lambda + \beta 
\surd 
\lambda ,
(1.4) \BbbP (Pois(\lambda ) \leq s)\rightarrow \Phi (\beta ) as \lambda \rightarrow \infty .
Related Surveys. In this survey, we review the analysis of many-server systems
operating in the QED regime, with special focus on various modeling assumptions
that match well with the CLT. In recent years, several comprehensible surveys have
appeared in the literature on topics related to queueing systems and their asymptotic
analysis. We take the opportunity to mention a couple of them here. Some tutorial
papers are devoted to specific applications. Telephone call centers are the main focus
of survey papers by Gans, Koole, and Mandelbaum [47], Brown et al. [27], and Aksin,
Armony, and Mehrotra [1]. Armony et al. [5] provide an extensive overview of queue-
ing phenomena in health care environments. Focusing more on methodology, Pang,
Talreja, and Whitt [127] discuss mathematical techniques to prove stochastic-process
limits for queueing systems, and Ward [155] reviews queueing systems with abandon-
ments in asymptotic regimes (including the QED regime). The survey paper by Dai
and He [33] also concerns queueing systems with abandonments, particularly focus-
ing on the ED and QED regimes. Whitt [162] provides an extensive bibliography of
the literature on queueing models with time-varying demand, also covering the QED
regime.
Organization. Section 2 introduces two classical queueing models that serve as
a vehicle to convey the ideas behind the QED regime. We discuss in section 3 key
properties that are common to these models under QED scaling and illustrate how
these features stretch beyond these specific model settings. In section 4 we explain
how asymptotic QED approximations of performance measures can be transformed
into easy-to-use and robust capacity allocation principles. Furthermore, we illustrate
how to adapt capacity allocation decisions to time-varying demand. Even though
QED stochastic-process limits provide good first-order insight into the performance
of large-scale systems, care needs to be taken with regard to the finiteness of the
system. Therefore, we review in section 5 results that attempt to quantify the error
made by asymptotic approximations, leading to both refinements and approximation
bounds. We also consider the implication of approximation errors for capacity al-
location decisions (so-called optimality gaps). Finally, in section 6 we review some
model extensions that have received much attention due to practical applicability or
theoretical challenges.
Notation. We conclude this section by introducing some notation that will be
used throughout the paper. By N(\mu , \sigma 2) we denote a normally distributed ran-
dom variable with mean \mu and variance \sigma 2. The probability density function (pdf)
and cumulative distribution function (cdf) of the standard normal distribution are
denoted by \varphi and \Phi , respectively. The symbol
d
= means equal in distribution,
and
d\Rightarrow means convergence in distribution. The relation u(\lambda ) \sim v(\lambda ) implies that
lim\lambda \rightarrow \infty u(\lambda )/v(\lambda ) = 1. By u(\lambda ) = O(v(\lambda )) we mean that lim sup\lambda \rightarrow \infty u(\lambda )/v(\lambda ) <
\infty , and u(\lambda ) = o(v(\lambda )) implies that lim sup\lambda \rightarrow \infty u(\lambda )/v(\lambda ) = 0.
2. Example Models. This survey uses two running examples that are illustrative
for both the model-specific and the universal features of the QED regime. The first
example is the already introduced M/M/s queue, a fully Markovian many-server
system. The second example is the so-called bulk-service queue, a standard discrete-
time model. Through these models, we shall describe in this section several easy ways
of establishing QED limits that only require a standard application of the CLT.
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2.1. Many Exponential Servers. Let us first consider an infinite-server system
to which jobs arrive according to a Poisson process with rate \lambda . Each job requires
an exponentially distributed service time with unit mean. The steady-state number
of present jobs (or, equivalently, the steady-state number of busy servers) follows
a Poisson distribution with mean \lambda . It is known that a Poisson distribution can
be well approximated by a normal distribution for sufficiently large \lambda , so that it
is approximately normally distributed with mean and variance \lambda . Therefore, the
coefficient of variation (standard deviation divided by the mean) decreases as 1/
\surd 
\lambda ,
which makes the steady-state queue length become more concentrated around its
mean with increasing \lambda .
If we now pretend, for a moment, that this infinite-server system serves as a good
approximation for the M/M/s queue, we could approximate the steady-state delay
probability \BbbP (delay) in the M/M/s queue as
(2.1) \BbbP (delay) \approx \BbbP (Q \geq s) = \BbbP 
\biggl( 
Q - \lambda \surd 
\lambda 
\geq s - \lambda \surd 
\lambda 
\biggr) 
\approx 1 - \Phi 
\biggl( 
s - \lambda \surd 
\lambda 
\biggr) 
= 1 - \Phi (\beta ).
The use of this normal approximation in support of capacity allocation decisions was
explored by Kolesar and Green [98]. Of course, the infinite-server system ignores the
one thing that makes a queueing system unique: that a queue is formed when all
servers are busy. During these periods of congestion, a system with a finite number
of servers s will operate at a slower pace than its infinite-server counterpart, so the
approximation in (2.1) is likely to underestimate \BbbP (delay). Nevertheless, the infinite-
server heuristic does suggest that, in large systems, the number of servers can be
chosen close to the offered load as in (1.1).
We shall now make more precise statements about QED limits and use the in-
timate relation between the M/M/s/s queue (Erlang loss model) and the M/M/s
queue (Erlang delay model). When \rho = \lambda /s < 1 the steady-state distribution of the
M/M/s queue exists and is given by
(2.2) \pi k = lim
t\rightarrow \infty \BbbP (Q(t) = k) =
\Biggl\{ 
\pi 0
\lambda k
k! if k \leq s,
\pi 0
\lambda s
s! \rho 
k - s if k > s,
where
\pi 0 =
\Biggl( 
s\sum 
k=0
\lambda k
k!
+
\rho 
1 - \rho 
\lambda s
s!
\Biggr)  - 1
.
From Little's law and the PASTA (Poisson Arrivals See Time Averages) property
[163], it follows that the delay probability, i.e., the probability that an arbitrary job
needs to wait before taken into service, is given by the Erlang C formula
(2.3) C(s, \lambda ) =
\lambda s
s!
\Biggl( 
(1 - \rho )
s - 1\sum 
k=0
\lambda k
k!
+
\lambda s
s!
\Biggr)  - 1
.
The mean steady-state delay is given by
(2.4) \BbbE [delay] =
C(s, \lambda )
(1 - \rho )s .
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A closely related performance measure is the probability of blocking in the M/M/s/s
queue, also known as the Erlang loss formula, and is given by
(2.5) B(s, \lambda ) =
\lambda s
s!\sum s
k=0
\lambda k
k!
=
\BbbP (Pois(\lambda ) = s)
\BbbP (Pois(\lambda ) < s)
,
where the latter probabilistic representation, with Pois(\lambda ) denoting a Poisson random
variable with mean \lambda , is convenient in light of the CLT. Note also that the Erlang B
and C formulae are related by
(2.6) C(s, \lambda ) =
\biggl( 
\rho +
1 - \rho 
B(s, \lambda )
\biggr)  - 1
.
See [158] for an extensive overview of properties of the Erlang B and C formulae; see
also [74, 82]. We now focus on how these formulae scale when \lambda and s both grow
large.
Halfin and Whitt [63] showed that, just as with the tail probability in the infinite-
server setting (2.1), the delay probability in theM/M/s queue converges under scaling
(1.1) to a value between 0 and 1. Moreover, they showed that this is in fact the only
scaling regime in which such a nondegenerate limit exists and identified its value.
Let \rho \lambda := \lambda /s\lambda denote the server utilization if capacity s\lambda is scaled according to
(1.1). The following result is obtained in [63].
Proposition 2.1. There is the nondegenerate limit
(2.7) lim
\lambda \rightarrow \infty 
C(s\lambda , \lambda ) =
\biggl( 
1 +
\beta \Phi (\beta )
\varphi (\beta )
\biggr)  - 1
=: g(\beta ) \in (0, 1)
if and only if
(2.8) lim
\lambda \rightarrow \infty 
(1 - \rho \lambda )\surd s\lambda \rightarrow \beta , \beta > 0.
In this case
(2.9) lim
\lambda \rightarrow \infty 
\surd 
\lambda B(s\lambda , \lambda ) =
\varphi (\beta )
\Phi (\beta )
.
Proof. Similar to (2.1), we find
\BbbP (Pois(\lambda ) < s\lambda ) = \BbbP 
\biggl( 
Pois(\lambda ) - \lambda \surd 
\lambda 
<
s\lambda  - \lambda \surd 
\lambda 
\biggr) 
= \BbbP 
\biggl( 
Pois(\lambda ) - \lambda \surd 
\lambda 
< (1 - \rho \lambda ) s\lambda \surd 
\lambda 
\biggr) 
= \BbbP 
\biggl( 
Pois(\lambda ) - \lambda \surd 
\lambda 
< (1 - \rho \lambda )\surd s\lambda (1 + o(1))
\biggr) 
\rightarrow \Phi (\beta )(2.10)
for \lambda \rightarrow \infty . Stirling's formula gives
\BbbP (Pois(\lambda ) = s) = e - \lambda 
\lambda s\lambda 
s\lambda !
\sim e - \lambda \lambda s\lambda \cdot 1\surd 
2\pi s\lambda 
\biggl( 
e
s\lambda 
\biggr) s\lambda 
=
1\surd 
2\pi s\lambda 
es\lambda  - \lambda  - s\lambda ln(\rho \lambda ).
(2.11)
Since ln(\rho \lambda ) =  - (1 - \rho \lambda ) - 12 (1 - \rho \lambda )2 + o((1 - \rho \lambda )2) we find that
(2.12)
\BbbP (Pois(\lambda ) = s\lambda )
1 - \rho \lambda =
1
(1 - \rho \lambda )\surd s\lambda 
e - 
1
2 (1 - \rho \lambda )
2s\lambda +o((1 - \rho \lambda )2s\lambda )
\surd 
2\pi 
\rightarrow 1
\beta 
e - 
1
2\beta 
2
\surd 
2\pi 
=
\varphi (\beta )
\beta 
.
Substituting (2.10) and (2.12) into (2.6) gives (2.7), and as a by-product also (2.9).
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Fig. 3 The delay probability C(s\lambda , \lambda ) with s\lambda = [\lambda + \beta 
\surd 
\lambda ] for \beta = 0.1, 0.5, and 1 as a function of
\lambda . The limiting values g(\beta ) are plotted as dashed lines.
Many of the subsequent results in this survey presented for the M/M/s\lambda queue
can also be derived for the M/M/s\lambda /s\lambda queue; we refer the reader to [82] for a
detailed overview of these results. Observe that g(\beta ) is a strictly decreasing function
on (0,\infty ) with g(\beta ) \rightarrow 1 as \beta \rightarrow 0 and g(\beta ) \rightarrow 0 for \beta \rightarrow \infty . Thus all possible
delay probabilities are achievable in the QED regime, which will prove useful for the
dimensioning of systems (see section 4). Although Proposition 2.1 is an asymptotic
result for \lambda \rightarrow \infty , Figure 3 shows that g(\beta ) can serve as an accurate approximation
for the delay probability for relatively small \lambda . From Proposition 2.1, it also follows
that under (2.8), the limiting mean delay in (2.3) is given by
(2.13)
C(s\lambda , \lambda )
(1 - \rho \lambda )\surd s\lambda \rightarrow 
g(\beta )
\beta 
=: h(\beta ) as \lambda \rightarrow \infty .
This implies that in the QED regime, the mean delay vanishes at rate 1/
\surd 
s\lambda as
\lambda \rightarrow \infty . By Little's law this implies that the mean queue length is O(\surd s\lambda ). While
these are all steady-state results, similar statements can be made for the entire queue-
length process, as shown next.
Process-Level Convergence. QED scaling also gives rise to process-level lim-
its, where the evolution of the system occupancy, properly centered around s\lambda and
normalized by
\surd 
s\lambda , converges to a diffusion process as \lambda \rightarrow \infty , which again is fully
characterized by the single parameter \beta . This reflects that the system state typi-
cally hovers around the full-occupancy level s\lambda , with natural fluctuations of the order\surd 
s\lambda . Obtaining rigorous statements about stochastic-process limits poses consider-
able mathematical challenges. Rather than presenting the deep technical details of
the convergence results, we give a heuristic explanation of how the limiting process
arises and what it should look like.
The queue-length process Q(s\lambda )(t) in Figure 2 with scaling rule s\lambda = [\lambda + \beta 
\surd 
\lambda ]
appears to concentrate around the level s\lambda . As argued before, the stochastic fluctua-
tions are of order
\surd 
\lambda or, equivalently,
\surd 
s\lambda . For that reason, we consider the centered
and scaled process
(2.14) \=Q(s\lambda )(t) :=
Q(s\lambda )(t) - s\lambda \surd 
s\lambda 
for all t \geq 0
and ask what happens to this process as \lambda \rightarrow \infty . First, we consider the mean drift
conditioned on \=Q(s\lambda )(t) = x. When x > 0, this corresponds to a state in which
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Fig. 4 Sample paths of the normalized queue length process \=Q(s\lambda )(t) with \lambda = 50, \lambda = 100, and
\lambda = 500 and s\lambda = [\lambda + 0.5
\surd 
\lambda ].
Q(s\lambda )(t) > s\lambda and hence all servers are occupied. Therefore, the mean rate at which
jobs leave the system is s\lambda , while the arrival rate remains \lambda , so that the mean drift
of \=Q(s\lambda )(t) in x > 0 satisfies
(2.15)
\lambda  - s\lambda \surd 
s\lambda 
\rightarrow  - \beta as \lambda \rightarrow \infty 
under the scaling
\surd 
s\lambda (1 - \rho \lambda )\rightarrow \beta in (2.8). When x \leq 0, only s\lambda + x\surd s\lambda servers are
working, so that the net drift is
(2.16)
\lambda  - (s\lambda + x\surd s\lambda )\surd 
s\lambda 
\rightarrow  - \beta  - x as \lambda \rightarrow \infty .
Now, imagine what happens to the sample paths of ( \=Q(s\lambda )(t))t\geq 0 as we increase \lambda .
Within a fixed time interval, larger \lambda and s\lambda will trigger more and more events, both
arrivals and departures. Also, the jump size at each event epoch decreases as 1/
\surd 
s\lambda 
as a consequence of the scaling in (2.14). Hence, there will be more events, each with
a smaller impact, and in the limit, as \lambda \rightarrow \infty , there will be infinitely many events
of infinitesimally small impact. This heuristic explanation suggests that the process
\=Q(s\lambda )(t) converges to a limit stochastic process that is continuous and has infinitesimal
drift  - \beta above zero and  - \beta  - x below zero. Figure 4 visualizes the emergence of the
suggested scaling limit as \lambda and s\lambda increase. The following theorem by Halfin and
Whitt [63] characterizes this scaling limit formally.
Theorem 2.2. Let \=Q(s\lambda )(0)
d\Rightarrow D(0) \in \BbbR and \surd s\lambda (1  - \rho \lambda ) \rightarrow \beta . Then for all
t \geq 0,
(2.17) \=Q(s\lambda )(t)
d\Rightarrow D(t) as \lambda \rightarrow \infty ,
where D(t) is the diffusion process with infinitesimal drift m(x) given by
(2.18) m(x) =
\biggl\{  - \beta if x > 0,
 - \beta  - x if x \leq 0
and infinitesimal variance \sigma 2(x) = 2.
The limiting diffusion process (D(t))t\geq 0 in Theorem 2.2 is a combination of a
negative-drift Brownian motion in the upper half plane and an Ornstein--Uhlenbeck
process in the lower half plane. We refer to this hybrid diffusion process as the
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Halfin--Whitt diffusion [153, 42, 28]. Studying this diffusion process provides valuable
information for the system's performance.
The fact that the properly centered and scaled occupancy process ( \=Q(s\lambda )(t))t\geq 0
has the weak limit (D(t))t\geq 0, as stated in Theorem 2.2, has several important conse-
quences. The boundary between the Brownian motion and the Ornstein--Uhlenbeck
process can be thought of as the number of servers, and (D(t))t\geq 0 will keep fluc-
tuating between these two regions. The process mimics a single-server queue above
zero, and an infinite-server queue below zero, for which Brownian motion and the
Ornstein--Uhlenbeck process are indeed the respective heavy-traffic limits. As \beta in-
creases towards +\infty , capacity grows and the Halfin--Whitt diffusion will spend more
time below zero.
The diffusion process (D(t))t\geq 0 can thus be employed to obtain simple approxi-
mations for the system behavior. Theorem 2.2 supports approximating the occupancy
process in the M/M/s\lambda queue as
(2.19) Q(s\lambda )(\cdot ) d\approx s\lambda +\surd s\lambda D(\cdot )
when \lambda and s\lambda are large. It is natural to expect that this carries over to approxima-
tions for the steady-state distribution of (D(t))t\geq 0. Let D(\infty ) := limt\rightarrow \infty D(t) and
Q(s\lambda )(\infty ) := limt\rightarrow \infty Q(s\lambda )(t) denote the steady-state random variables. Then
(2.20) Q(s\lambda )(\infty ) d\approx s\lambda +\surd s\lambda D(\infty ).
To rigorously justify the approximation (2.20) it is still required to show that the
sequence of steady-state distributions associated with the queue-length process, when
appropriately scaled, converge to the steady-state distribution associated with the
diffusion process,
(2.21)
Q(s\lambda )(\infty ) - s\lambda \surd 
s\lambda 
d\Rightarrow D(\infty ) as \lambda \rightarrow \infty .
This has been done in [63].
The steady-state characteristics of the diffusion were studied in [63]. Since the
diffusion process (D(t))t\geq 0 has piecewise-linear drift, the procedure developed in [28]
to find the stationary distribution can be followed. This procedure consists of com-
posing the density function as in (2.18) based on the density function of a Brownian
motion with drift  - \beta for x > 0 and of an Ornstein--Uhlenbeck process with drift
 - \beta  - x for x < 0. The density function of the stationary distribution for (D(t))t\geq 0
is then proportional to \varphi (x + \beta )/\Phi (\beta ) for negative levels x < 0 and proportional to
exp(
\int x
0
m(u)du) for x \geq 0. Then, upon normalization, we find that
\BbbP (D(\infty ) > 0) = g(\beta ),(2.22)
\BbbP (D(\infty ) \geq x| D(\infty ) > 0) = e - \beta x for x > 0,(2.23)
\BbbP (D(\infty ) \leq x| D(\infty ) \leq 0) = \Phi (\beta + x)
\Phi (\beta )
for x \leq 0.(2.24)
This confirms the earlier result for the Erlang C formula in (2.7), i.e.,
(2.25) C(s\lambda , \lambda )\rightarrow \BbbP (D(\infty ) > 0) = g(\beta ) as \lambda \rightarrow \infty ,
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and the scaled limiting mean delay in (2.13),
(2.26)
\BbbE [Q(s\lambda )]\surd 
s\lambda 
\rightarrow \BbbE [D(\infty )] =
\int \infty 
0
g(\beta )e - \beta xdx =
g(\beta )
\beta 
as \lambda \rightarrow \infty .
It is also of interest to study time-dependent characteristics like mixing times, time-
dependent distributions, and first passage times to enhance our understanding of how
the M/M/s\lambda queue behaves over various time and space scales. The mixing time is
closely related to the spectral gap, which for the Halfin--Whitt diffusion (D(t))t\geq 0 has
been identified by Gamarnik and Goldberg [43] building on the results of van Doorn
[150] on the spectral gap of the M/M/s\lambda queue. An alternative derivation of this
spectral gap was presented in [152, 153], along with expressions for the Laplace trans-
form over time, and the large-time asymptotics for the time-dependent density. First
passage times to large levels corresponding to highly congested states were obtained
in [111, 42].
For obvious reasons, the QED regime is also referred to as the Halfin--Whitt
regime, and both these names are used interchangeably in the literature.
2.2. Bulk-Service Queue. We next consider the bulk-service queue, a standard
model for digital communication [29], but also for many more applications, including
wireless networks, road traffic, reservation systems, and health care; see [151, Chap. 2]
for an overview. Although the bulk-service queue gives rise to a plain reflected random
walk and is not a multiserver queue, in the same sense as theM/M/s queue, we explain
below how these two models are connected.
We let jobs again arrive according to a Poisson process with rate \lambda , but now we
discretize time, so the number of new arrivals per time period is given by a Pois(\lambda )
random variable. Let Q
(s\lambda )
k denote the number of delayed jobs at the start of the kth
period and assume that the system is able to process s\lambda jobs at the end of each period.
The queue length process can then be described by the Lindley-type recursion [101]
(2.27) Q
(s\lambda )
k+1 = max\{ 0, Q(s\lambda )k + Poisk(\lambda ) - s\lambda \} ,
with Q
(s\lambda )
0 = 0 and (Poisk(\lambda ))k\geq 0 i.i.d. random variables. The queue length process
is thus characterized by a random walk with i.i.d. steps of size (Pois(\lambda ) - s\lambda ), with a
reflecting barrier at zero. We can iterate the recursion in (2.27) to find
Q
(s\lambda )
k+1 = max
\Bigl\{ 
0, Q
(s\lambda )
k + Poisk(\lambda ) - s\lambda 
\Bigr\} 
= max
\Bigl\{ 
0,max\{ 0, Q(s\lambda )k - 1 + (Poisk - 1(\lambda ) - s\lambda )\} + (Poisk(\lambda ) - s\lambda )\} 
\Bigr\} 
= max
\Bigl\{ 
0, (Poisk(\lambda ) - s\lambda ), Q(s\lambda )k - 1 + (Poisk(\lambda ) - s\lambda ) + (Poisk - 1(\lambda ) - s\lambda )
\Bigr\} 
= max
0\leq j\leq k
\biggl\{ j\sum 
i=1
(Poisk - i(\lambda ) - s\lambda )
\biggr\} 
d
= max
0\leq j\leq k
\biggl\{ j\sum 
i=1
(Poisi(\lambda ) - s\lambda )
\biggr\} 
,(2.28)
where the last equality holds in distribution due to the duality principle for random
walks; see, e.g., [138, sect. 7.1]. Stability requires that the mean step size satisfies
\BbbE [Pois(\lambda )  - s\lambda ] = \lambda  - s\lambda < 0. We use the shorthand notation for the partial sum
Sk :=
\sum k
i=1(Poisi(\lambda )  - s\lambda ). Let Q(s\lambda ) := limk\rightarrow \infty Q(s\lambda )k denote the stationary queue
length. The probability generating function (pgf) of Q(s\lambda ) can then be expressed in
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terms of the pgf of the positive parts of the partial sum:
(2.29) \BbbE [zQ
(s\lambda )
] = exp
\biggl\{ 
 - 
\infty \sum 
k=1
1
k
(1 - \BbbE [zS+k ])
\biggr\} 
, | z| \leq 1.
From (2.29) we obtain for the mean queue length and empty-queue probability the
expressions
\BbbE [Q(s\lambda )] =
\infty \sum 
k=1
1
k
\BbbE [S+k ],
\BbbP (Q(s\lambda ) = 0) = exp
\biggl\{ 
 - 
\infty \sum 
k=1
1
k
\BbbP (S+k > 0)
\biggr\} 
.(2.30)
There is a connection between the bulk-service queue and the M/D/s queue. To
see this, consider the number of queued jobs Q(s\lambda )(k) at time epochs k = 0, 1, 2, . . . .
Then we set the period length equal to one service time. The number of new arrivals
per time period is then given by the sequence of i.i.d. random variables (Poisk(\lambda ))k\geq 1.
At the start of the kth period, Q
(s\lambda )
k customers are waiting. Since the service time of
a customer is equal to the period length, all jobs that are in service at the beginning
of the period will have left the system by time k+1. This implies that min\{ Q(s\lambda )k , s\lambda \} 
of the jobs that were queued at time k are taken into service during period k. These,
however, cannot possibly have departed before the end of the period, due to their
deterministic service times. If Q
(s\lambda )
k < s\lambda , then additionally min\{ Poisk(\lambda ), s\lambda  - Q(s\lambda )k \} 
of the new arrivals are taken into service. This yields a total of Poisk(\lambda ) arrivals, and
min\{ Q(s\lambda )k + Poisk(\lambda ), s\lambda \} departures from the queueing system during period k. In
total, this adds up to the Lindley recursion (2.27). Hence, although the bulk-service
queue is technically not a multiserver queue, it gives rise to a recursive relation that
describes the M/D/s queue.
The reason why we choose to explain the QED regime through the bulk-service
queue is that the elementary random walk perspective allows for a rather direct ap-
plication of the CLT. To see this, let us ask ourselves what happens if \lambda grows large
using the square-root rule (1.1). Since \BbbE [Pois(\lambda )  - s\lambda ] = \lambda  - s\lambda =  - \beta 
\surd 
\lambda + o(
\surd 
\lambda ),
it makes sense to consider the scaled queue length process \=Q
(s\lambda )
k := Q
(s\lambda )
k /
\surd 
\lambda for all
k \geq 0, with scaled steps Y (s\lambda )k := (Poisk(\lambda )  - s\lambda )/
\surd 
\lambda . Dividing both sides of (2.28)
by
\surd 
\lambda then gives
(2.31) \=Q
(s\lambda )
k+1 = max
0\leq j\leq k
\biggl\{ j\sum 
i=1
Y
(s\lambda )
k
\biggr\} 
.
Hence by the CLT
Y
(s\lambda )
k =
A
(\lambda )
k  - s\lambda \surd 
\lambda 
=
A
(\lambda )
k  - \lambda \surd 
\lambda 
 - \beta d\Rightarrow Yk d=N( - \beta , 1)
for \lambda \rightarrow \infty . So we expect the scaled queue length process to converge in distribution
to a reflected random walk with normally distributed increments, i.e., a reflected
Gaussian random walk. Indeed, it is easily verified that [80]
(2.32) \=Q
(s\lambda )
k
d\Rightarrow M\beta ,k := max
0\leq j\leq k
\biggl\{ j\sum 
i=1
Yi
\biggr\} 
as \lambda \rightarrow \infty .
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2 4 6 8 10
−2
0
2
4
t
Fig. 5 Brownian motion (gray) and embedded Gaussian random walk (marked) with their respective
running maxima (dashed and dotted, respectively).
Let M\beta := limk\rightarrow \infty M\beta ,k denote the all-time maximum of a Gaussian random walk.
It can be shown thatM\beta almost surely exists and that \=Q
(s\lambda ) := limk\rightarrow \infty \=Q(s\lambda )
d\Rightarrow M\beta ,
for instance, by [143, Prop. 19.2] and [9, Thm. X6.1]. The following theorem can be
proved using an approach similar to that used in [83].
Theorem 2.3. If (1 - \rho \lambda )
\surd 
\lambda \rightarrow \beta as \lambda \rightarrow \infty , then
(i) \=Q(s\lambda )
d\Rightarrow M\beta as \lambda \rightarrow \infty ;
(ii) \BbbP ( \=Q(s\lambda ) = 0)\rightarrow \BbbP (M\beta = 0) as \lambda \rightarrow \infty ;
(iii) \BbbE [ \=Q(s\lambda ) k]\rightarrow \BbbE [Mk\beta ] as \lambda \rightarrow \infty for any k > 0.
Hence, Theorem 2.3 is the counterpart of Theorem 2.2, but for the bulk-service
(or M/D/s\lambda ) queue, rather than for the M/M/s\lambda queue. Both theorems identify
the stochastic-process limit in the QED regime: for the M/M/s queue this is the
Halfin--Whitt diffusion, and for the bulk-service queue this is the Gaussian random
walk.
The Gaussian random walk is well studied [141, 30, 77, 19, 77], and there is an
intimate connection with Brownian motion. The only difference, one could say, is
that Brownian motion is a continuous-time process, whereas the Gaussian random
walk only changes at discrete points in time. If (B(t))t\geq 0 is a Brownian motion
with drift  - \beta < 0 and infinitesimal variance \sigma 2 and (W (t))t\geq 0 is a random walk
with N( - \beta , \sigma 2) distributed steps and B(0) = W (0), then W can be regarded as the
process B embedded at equidistant time epochs. That is, W (t)
d
=B(t) for all t \in \BbbN +.
For the maximum of both processes this coupling implies
(2.33) max
k\in \BbbN +
W (k) = max
k\in \BbbN +
B(k) \leq st max
t\in \BbbR +
B(t),
where \leq st denotes stochastic dominance. This difference in maxima is visualized in
Figure 5. It is known that the all-time maximum of Brownian motion with negative
drift  - \mu and infinitesimal variance \sigma 2 has an exponential distribution with mean \sigma /2\mu 
[64]. Hence, (2.33) implies thatM\beta is stochastically upper bounded by an exponential
random variable with mean 1/2\beta .
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Fig. 6 Delay probability and mean delay in the bulk-service queue with s\lambda = \lambda + \beta 
\surd 
\lambda and \beta = 0.1,
0.5, and 1 as a function of \lambda . The asymptotic approximations are plotted as dashed lines.
Despite this easy bound, precise results for M\beta are more involved. Let \zeta denote
the Riemann zeta function. In [30] and [77] it is shown that for 0 < \beta < 2
\surd 
\pi ,
(2.34) \BbbP (M\beta = 0) =
\surd 
2\beta exp
\Biggl\{ 
\beta \surd 
2\pi 
\infty \sum 
l=0
\zeta (1/2 - l)
l!(2l + 1)
\biggl(  - \beta 2
2
\biggr) l\Biggr\} 
and
(2.35) \BbbE [M\beta ] =
1
2\beta 
+
\zeta (1/2)\surd 
2\pi 
+
\beta 
4
+
\beta 2\surd 
2\pi 
\infty \sum 
l=0
\zeta ( - 1/2 - l)
l!(2l + 1)(2l + 2)
\biggl(  - \beta 2
2
\biggr) l
.
In Figure 6, we have plotted the exact empty-buffer probability and scaled mean
delay, together with their asymptotic approximations. We see that the performance
measures associated with the Gaussian random walk serve as accurate approximations
to performance measures describing the bulk-service queues of small to moderate size
as well, just as we saw in Figure 3 for the M/M/s\lambda queue.
3. Key QED Properties. Now that we have seen how the square-root rule (1.1)
yields nondegenerate limiting behavior in classical queueing models, we shall sum-
marize the revealed QED properties and argue that these properties should hold for
a more general class of models. The first property relates to the efficient usage of
resources, expressed as
(Efficiency) system load \sim 1 - constant\surd 
system size
.
This property for the M/M/s\lambda queue and bulk-service queue is a direct consequence
of the square-root rule. The second distinctive property is the balance between QoS
and efficiency:
(Balance) \BbbP (delay)\rightarrow constant,
as the system size increases indefinitely. Indeed, we have shown, under (1.1) and
by letting \lambda , s\lambda \rightarrow \infty , that both limiting functions g(\beta ) in the M/M/s\lambda queue and
\BbbP (M\beta > 0) in the bulk-service queue can take all values in the interval (0, 1) by tuning
the parameter \beta . The third property relates to good QoS:
(QoS) \BbbE [delay] = O(1/
\sqrt{} 
system size).
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Indeed, we have
(3.1) \BbbE [W (s\lambda )] =
h(\beta )\surd 
s\lambda 
+ o(1/
\surd 
s\lambda ) and \BbbE [Q(s\lambda )] =
\surd 
s\lambda \BbbE [M\beta ] + o(1/
\surd 
s\lambda )
in theM/M/s\lambda queue and the bulk-service queue, respectively. Hence the mean delay
vanishes at rate 1/
\surd 
s\lambda . Thus, an emerging appealing property of the QED regime
is that the sojourn time of a customer is dominated by the magnitude of its service
requirement. This contrasts with the so-called nondegenerate slowdown regime, where
the slowdown (the ratio between the sojourn time and the service time) is strictly
larger than one [11].
Since the mathematical underpinning of these properties comes from the CLT (as
shown in section 2), we can expect the properties to hold for a larger class of models.
We will illustrate this by discussing several extensions of the basic models discussed
in section 2. The easiest way to do so seems to interpret the bulk-service queue as
a many-sources model. Consider a stochastic system in which demand per period is
given by some random variable A, with mean \mu A and variance \sigma 
2
A <\infty . For systems
facing large demand we propose to set the capacity according to the more general rule
s = \mu A + \beta \sigma A,
which consists of a minimally required part \mu A and a variability hedge \beta \sigma A. Assume
that the demand is generated by n stochastically identical and independent sources.
Each source i generates Ai,k work in the kth period, with \BbbE [Ai,k] = \mu and VarAi,k =
\sigma 2. Then the total amount of work arriving to the system during one period is
A
(n)
k =
\sum n
i=1Ai,k with mean n\mu and variance n\sigma 
2. Assume that the system is able to
process a deterministic amount of work sn per period and denote by Q
(n)
k the amount
of work left over at the end of period k. Then
(3.2) Q
(n)
k+1 =
\Bigl( 
Q
(n)
k +A
(n)
k  - sn
\Bigr) +
.
Given that sn > \BbbE [A(n)1 ] = n\mu , the steady-state limit Q(n) := limt\rightarrow \infty Q(n)(t) exists
and satisfies
(3.3) Q(n)
d
=
\Bigl( 
Q(n) +A
(n)
k  - sn
\Bigr) +
.
With this many-sources interpretation [2, 76, 78], increasing the system size is done
by increasing n, the number of sources. As we have seen before, it requires a rescaling
of the process Q(n) by an increasing sequence cn to obtain a nondegenerate scaling
limit Q := limn\rightarrow \infty Q(n)/cn. (We omit the technical details needed to justify the
interchange of limits.) From (3.3) it becomes clear that the scaled increment
(3.4)
A
(n)
k  - sn
cn
=
\sum n
i=1Ai,k  - n\mu 
cn
+
n\mu  - sn
cn
only admits a proper limit if cn is of the form cn = O(
\surd 
n), by virtue of the CLT, and
(sn  - n\mu )/cn \rightarrow \beta > 0 as n \rightarrow \infty . Especially for cn = \sigma 
\surd 
n, the standard deviation
of the demand per period, this reveals that Q has a nondegenerate limit, which is
equal in distribution to the maximum of a Gaussian random walk with drift  - \beta and
variance 1, if
sn = n\mu + \beta \sigma 
\surd 
n+ o(
\surd 
n).
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Moreover, the results for the Gaussian random walk presented in section 2.2 are appli-
cable to this model, and the key features of the QED scaling carry over to this more
general setting. That is, for the bulk-service queue under the general assumptions
above we get the QED approximation
(3.5) \BbbE [Q(n)] \approx \sigma \surd n\BbbE [M\beta ] \approx \sigma 
\surd 
n
2\beta 
for small \beta . Thus, the many-sources framework shows that the QED scaling finds
much wider application than just queueing models with Poisson input.
Let us reflect on a key technical difference between the bulk-service queue and
theM/M/s queue. The bulk-service queue is and remains a one-dimensional reflected
random walk, even under the QED scaling. Therefore, to establish the QED limits for
the performance measure, one only needs to apply the CLT to the increments of the
random walk, which readily shows that the queue converges to the Gaussian random
walk. Analysis of multiserver queues is typically more challenging. Establishing QED
limits for the elementary M/M/s queue already contains some technically advanced
steps. While we explained the high-level insights to argue the convergence of the birth-
death process taking discrete steps to the continuous diffusion process, the formal
proof in Halfin and Whitt [63] relies on Stone's theorem [146, 73, 99] for the weak
convergence of birth-death processes to diffusion processes. However, for multiserver
queues that cannot be viewed as a birth-death process, Stone's theorem cannot be
applied and entirely different techniques are needed; see section 6.7.
4. Dimensioning. We adopt the term dimensioning used by Borst, Mandelbaum,
and Reiman [21] to say that the capacity of a system is adapted to the load in order to
reach certain performance levels. In [21] dimensioning refers to the staffing problem
in a large-scale call center, and key ingredients are the square-root rule in (1.1) and
the QED regime. We now revisit the results in [21] and its follow-up works to explain
this connection to the QED regime. We also discuss the time-varying setting in
which jobs arrive according to a nonhomogeneous Poisson process, and the capacity
is dynamically adapted to the load.
4.1. Constraint Satisfaction. Consider the M/M/s queue with arrival rate \lambda 
and service rate \mu = 1. A classical dimensioning problem is to determine the minimum
number of servers s necessary to achieve a certain target level of service, say in terms
of delay.
Suppose we want to determine the minimum number of servers such that the
fraction of jobs that are delayed in the queue is at most \varepsilon \in (0, 1). Hence we should
find
(4.1) s\ast \lambda (\varepsilon ) := min \{ s > \lambda | C(s, \lambda ) \leq \varepsilon \} .
But, alternatively, we can use the QED framework, which says that with s\lambda as in
(1.1), lim\lambda \rightarrow \infty C(s\lambda , \lambda ) = g(\beta ) (see Proposition 2.1). Then (4.1) can be replaced by
(4.2) sQED\lambda (\varepsilon ) = \lceil \lambda + \beta \ast (\varepsilon )
\surd 
\lambda \rceil ,
where \beta \ast (\varepsilon ) solves
(4.3) g(\beta \ast ) = \varepsilon .
In Figure 7 we plot the exact (optimal) capacity level s\ast \lambda (\varepsilon ) and the heuristically
obtained capacity level sQED\lambda (\varepsilon ) as functions of \varepsilon for several loads \lambda .
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Fig. 7 Capacity levels as a function of the delay probability targets \varepsilon .
Observe that even for very small values of \lambda , the capacity function sQED(\varepsilon ) coin-
cides with the exact solution for almost all \varepsilon \in (0, 1) and differs by no more than one
server for all \varepsilon . Borst, Mandelbaum, and Reiman [21] recognized this in their numer-
ical experiments too, and [81] later confirmed this theoretically (see section 4). One
can easily formulate other constraint satisfaction problems and reformulate them in
the QED regime---for instance, constraints on the mean delay or the tail probability
of the duration of delay, e.g., \BbbP (delay > T ), which are asymptotically approximated
by h(\beta )/
\surd 
\lambda and g(\beta )e - \beta 
\surd 
\lambda T , respectively. See [21, 167, 139] for more examples.
4.2. Cost Minimization. Alternatively, one can consider optimization problems,
for instance, to strike the right balance between the capacity allocation costs and
delay costs incurred. More specifically, assume an allocation cost of a per server per
unit time, and a penalty cost of q per delayed job per unit time, yielding the total
cost function
\=K(s, \lambda ) := a s+ q \lambda \BbbE [delay] = a s+ q\lambda 
C(s, \lambda )
s - \lambda 
(see (2.4)), and then ask for the capacity level s that minimizes \=K(s, \lambda ). Since s > \lambda ,
we have \=K(s, \lambda ) > a\lambda for all feasible solutions s. Moreover, the minimizing value
of \=K(s, \lambda ) is invariant with respect to scalar multiplication of the objective function.
Hence we equivalently seek to optimize
(4.4) K(s, \lambda ) = r (s - \lambda ) + \lambda 
s - \lambda C(s, \lambda ) with r = a/q.
Denote by s\ast \lambda (r) := argmins>\lambda K(s, \lambda ) the true optimal capacity level. With s\lambda = \lambda +
\beta 
\surd 
\lambda and the QED limit in (2.13), we can replace (4.4) by its asymptotic counterpart:
K(s\lambda , \lambda )\surd 
\lambda 
\rightarrow r \beta + g(\beta )
\beta 
=: K\ast (\beta ) as \lambda \rightarrow \infty .(4.5)
We again obtain a limiting objective function that is easier to work with than its
exact prelimit counterpart. Hence, in the spirit of the asymptotic resource allocation
procedure in the previous subsection, we propose the following method to determine
the capacity level that minimizes overall costs. First, (numerically) compute the
value \beta \ast (r) = argmin\beta >0K\ast (\beta ), which is well-defined, because the function K\ast (\beta )
is strictly convex for \beta > 0. Then set sQED\lambda (r) = [\lambda + \beta 
\ast (r)
\surd 
\lambda ]. In Figure 8 we
compare the outcomes of this asymptotic resource allocation procedure against the
true optima as a function of r \in (0,\infty ) for several values of \lambda . The capacity levels
sQED\lambda (r) and s
\ast 
\lambda (r) are aligned for almost all r and differ by no more than one server
for all instances.
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Fig. 8 Optimal capacity levels as a function of r = a/q.
4.3. Dynamic Rate Queues. We next discuss how the QED regime also finds
application in systems facing a time-varying load. A time-varying arrival rate \lambda (t)
calls for a time-varying capacity rule s(t). Again, we shall explain the main ideas
through the M/M/s queue, but now with a time-varying extension in which jobs
arrive according to a nonhomogeneous Poisson process with rate function \lambda (t), a
setting typically referred to as the Mt/M/st queue.
As in section 4.1 we want to set the capacity level s(t) such that the delay prob-
ability is at most \varepsilon \in (0, 1) for all t. The analysis of this time-varying many-server
queueing systems is cumbersome, and several approximative analysis have been pro-
posed such as the pointwise-stationary approximation (PSA) [54], which evaluates the
system at time t as if it were in steady state with instantaneous parameters \lambda = \lambda (t),
\mu , and s = s(t). PSA performs well in slowly varying environments with relatively
short service times [54, 156], but the steady-state approximation becomes less accurate
when \lambda (t) displays significant fluctuations; see the numerical experiment at the end of
this section. One reason for this lack of accuracy is that PSA does not account for the
jobs that are actually present in the system (being in service or queued), an important
piece of real-time information that should be taken into account in capacity alloca-
tion decisions. Jennings et al. [84] introduced an alternative to PSA that exploits the
relation with infinite-server queues, facing a nonhomogeneous Poisson process with
rate \lambda (t), in which case the number of jobs at time t is Poisson distributed with mean
(4.6) R(t) = \BbbE [\lambda (t - B)]\BbbE [B] =
\int \infty 
0
\lambda (t - u)\BbbP (B > u) du =
\int \infty 
0
\lambda (t - u) e - \mu u du,
where B denotes the processing time of one job, in our case an exponentially dis-
tributed random variable. We remark that under general service time assumptions,
we should replace \BbbE [\lambda (t - B)] in (4.6) with \BbbE [\lambda (t - Be)], where Be denotes the excess
service time [36]. Recall that the mean delay in the QED regime is negligible; see
(QoS). Hence, the total time in the system is roughly equal to its service time. Under
these conditions, the many-server system can be approximated by the infinite-server
approximation with offered load as in (4.6). Accordingly, we can determine the ca-
pacity levels s(t) for each t based on steady-state M/M/s measures with offered load
R = R(t). Jennings et al. [84] proceed by exploiting the heavy-traffic results of Halfin
and Whitt (2.13). In conjunction with the dimensioning scheme in section 4.1, it is
proposed in [84] to set
(4.7) s(t) =
\bigl\lceil 
R(t) + \beta \ast (\varepsilon )
\sqrt{} 
R(t)
\bigr\rceil 
,
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Fig. 9 Time-varying parameters for the example with sinusoidal arrival rate.
where \beta \ast (\varepsilon ) solves g(\beta \ast (\varepsilon )) = \varepsilon . Remark that the number of servers is rounded up
to ensure that the achieved delay probability is indeed below \varepsilon . The time-dependent
dimensioning rule in (4.7) was dubbed in [84, 119] the modified offered load (MOL)
approximation. Let us now demonstrate how MOL works for an example with sinu-
soidal arrival rate function. Figure 9(a) shows an arrival rate pattern \lambda (t) and corre-
sponding offered load function R(t) for \mu = 1/2. The resulting time-varying capacity
levels based on the PSA and MOL approximations with \varepsilon = 0.3 are plotted in Fig-
ure 9(b). Through simulation, we evaluate the delay probability as a function of time
for \varepsilon = 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5. While the PSA approach fails to stabilize the performance
of the queue, the MOL method does stabilize around the target performance; see
Figure 9(c). The slightly erratic nature of the delay probability as a function of time
can be explained by rounding effects of the capacity level.
Because time-varying capacity allocation is an issue that recurs in many practical
settings, this has been the topic of many works; see, e.g., [40, 35, 160, 161, 102, 103,
104, 67]. For an accessible overview of queueing-theoretical methods for determining
capacity levels under time-varying demand, see Green, Kolesar, and Whitt [55] and
references therein. Whitt [162] provides a review of queueing models with time-varying
demand.
5. Convergence Rates. By now, it is clear that the QED paradigm is based on
limit theorems that apply when systems become infinitely large. In practice, even
large systems are finite, which makes it important to quantify the error made in
approximating a finite system by a limiting object. As it turns out, QED approxi-
mations are in many cases highly accurate, already for relatively small or moderately
sized systems. In this section we show how to quantify these errors by determining
the rate of convergence of certain performance measures to their asymptotic limits.
A first sign of this was seen through the accuracy of the asymptotic dimensioning
schemes in section 4. These convergence rates are typically of order 1/
\surd 
s, with s the
system size. This again confirms the deep connection with the CLT with a typically
error also of order 1/
\surd 
s, but then with s the number of random variables in the sum.
5.1. Bounds. A convergence rate can also be interpreted as the (main) error made
when using the QED limits as approximations for the real performance measures.
Whenever we find ways to obtain explicit and precise descriptions of the convergence
rates, this can also be used to correct the limiting expression for the finite size of the
system. We will also show how such effective corrections can be obtained and applied
directly in the QED framework.
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Recall that when \lambda is a positive integer, Pois(\lambda ) can be written as the sum of \lambda 
Pois(1) random variables. A more general version of the CLT in Theorem 1.1 related
to the Berry--Ess\'een bound (see, e.g., [41, sect. XVI.5]) implies that
(5.1) \BbbP (Pois(\lambda ) \leq s\lambda ) = \Phi (\beta ) +O(\lambda  - 1/2)
as \lambda \rightarrow \infty with s\lambda as in (1.1). Comparing (5.1) with (1.4), (5.1) not only shows
convergence of \BbbP (Pois(\lambda ) \leq s\lambda ) to \Phi (\beta ), but also quantifies (roughly) the conver-
gence rate as O(\lambda  - 1/2). To obtain better estimates for the error of order 1/
\surd 
\lambda , one
can derive asymptotic expansions. There are various general theorems that yield
asymptotic expansions for \BbbP (A\lambda \leq s) in ascending positive powers of \lambda  - 1/2; see,
e.g., [15, 18, 41, 71, 86, 129]. One example would be the Edgeworth expansion, which
for the Poisson distribution yields (see [15, eq. (4.18)])
(5.2) \BbbP (Pois(\lambda ) \leq s\lambda ) = \Phi (\beta ) - \varphi (\beta )(\beta 
2  - 1)
6
\surd 
\lambda 
+O(1/\lambda ).
The technical challenge in determining convergence rates is that we need to estab-
lish an asymptotic expansion rather than just the limit theorem. We shall demonstrate
this for the M/M/s\lambda queue using the asymptotic evaluation of integrals through the
Laplace method. The formula C(s\lambda , \lambda ) in its basic form is only defined for integer
values of s\lambda . An extension of this formula that is well-defined for all real s\lambda > \lambda is
given by (see, e.g., Jagers and Van Doorn [75])
(5.3) C(s\lambda , \lambda )
 - 1 = \lambda 
\int \infty 
0
te - \lambda t(1 + t)s\lambda  - 1dt.
We introduce the following key parameters:
\alpha =
\sqrt{} 
 - 2s\lambda (1 - \rho \lambda + ln \rho l),(5.4)
\beta = (s\lambda  - \lambda )/
\surd 
\lambda ,(5.5)
\gamma = (s\lambda  - \lambda )/
\surd 
s = (1 - \rho \lambda )\surd s\lambda = \beta \surd \rho \lambda .(5.6)
It has been shown in [82] that \alpha < \beta . By expanding 12\alpha 
2 in powers of (1  - \rho \lambda ), it
easily follows that \gamma < \alpha , so we have \gamma < \alpha < \beta .
Theorem 5.1. For s > \lambda ,
(5.7) C(s\lambda , \lambda ) \leq 
\biggl[ 
\rho l + \gamma 
\biggl( 
\Phi (\alpha )
\varphi (\alpha )
+
2
3
1\surd 
s\lambda 
\biggr) \biggr]  - 1
and
(5.8) C(s\lambda , \lambda ) \geq 
\biggl[ 
\rho \lambda + \gamma 
\biggl( 
\Phi (\alpha )
\varphi (\alpha )
+
2
3
1\surd 
s\lambda 
+
1
\varphi (\alpha )
1
12s\lambda  - 1
\biggr) \biggr]  - 1
.
Notice that the structure of the bounds (5.7) and (5.8) is quite similar to the
Halfin--Whitt approximation C(s\lambda , \lambda ) \approx g(\beta ). Indeed, using s\lambda = \lambda + \beta 
\surd 
\lambda with \beta 
fixed and letting \lambda \rightarrow \infty , one can see that \alpha and \gamma both converge to \beta . With the
above theorem at hand, convergence of C(s\lambda , \lambda ) towards the Halfin--Whitt function
g(\beta ) follows, which provides an alternative proof and confirmation of Proposition 2.1.
More importantly, the bounds (5.7)--(5.8) are sharp in the QED regime for small and
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Table 1 Results for the bounds on C(s\lambda , \lambda ) for \beta = 1.
s\lambda \lambda \alpha (5.8) C(s\lambda , \lambda ) (5.7)
(5.7) - (5.8)
C(s\lambda ,\lambda )
(5.9)
| (5.9) - C(s\lambda ,\lambda )| 
C(s\lambda ,\lambda )
1 0.382 0.830 0.36571 0.38197 0.39437 7.504\cdot 10 - 2 0.45085 1.803 \cdot 10 - 1
2 1.000 0.879 0.32678 0.33333 0.33936 3.772\cdot 10 - 2 0.36395 0.918 \cdot 10 - 2
5 3.209 0.924 0.28886 0.29097 0.29328 1.518\cdot 10 - 2 0.30185 3.739 \cdot 10 - 2
10 7.298 0.946 0.26937 0.27030 0.27142 7.616\cdot 10 - 3 0.27540 1.886 \cdot 10 - 2
20 16.000 0.962 0.25565 0.25608 0.25663 3.818\cdot 10 - 3 0.25851 9.495 \cdot 10 - 3
50 43.411 0.976 0.24361 0.24377 0.24398 1.531\cdot 10 - 3 0.24470 3.820 \cdot 10 - 3
100 90.488 0.983 0.23761 0.23769 0.23779 7.665\cdot 10 - 4 0.23814 1.916 \cdot 10 - 4
200 186.349 0.988 0.23340 0.23344 0.23349 3.836\cdot 10 - 4 0.23366 9.602 \cdot 10 - 4
500 478.134 0.993 0.22969 0.22970 0.22972 1.536\cdot 10 - 4 0.22979 3.848 \cdot 10 - 4
1000 968.873 0.995 0.22783 0.22783 0.22784 7.683\cdot 10 - 5 0.22788 1.926 \cdot 10 - 4
moderately sized systems. The difference between the lower and upper bounds is only
O(1/s\lambda ) In Table 1, we keep \beta = 1 fixed and vary s\lambda . The load \lambda is chosen such that
s\lambda = \lambda + \beta 
\surd 
\lambda . The quality of the bounds is apparent, even for small systems, and
certainly compared to the asymptotic approximation g(1) = 0.22336.
We by now know that C(s\lambda , \lambda )\rightarrow g(\beta ), and D'Auria [34] proved that C(s\lambda , \lambda ) \geq 
g(\beta ) for all \lambda , \beta > 0. Using the bounds in (5.7) and (5.8), it was shown by Janssen,
van Leeuwaarden, and Zwart [81] that as \lambda \rightarrow \infty ,
(5.9) C(s\lambda , \lambda ) \approx g(\beta ) + g\bullet (\beta ) \beta \surd 
\lambda 
,
with
(5.10) g\bullet (\beta ) = g(\beta )2
\biggl[ 
1
3
+
\beta 2
6
+
\Phi (\beta )
\phi (\beta )
\biggl( 
\beta 
2
+
\beta 3
6
\biggr) \biggr] 
.
This result can be interpreted as the counterpart of (5.2), but then not for the Poisson
distribution in the CLT regime, but for the delay probability in the QED regime. In
Table 1 we see that (5.9) leads to much sharper approximations than the original
asymptotic approximation g(1) = 0.22336.
5.2. Optimality Gaps. Given these refinements to the asymptotic delay proba-
bility, we revisit the cost minimization problem discussed in section 4 and ask ourselves
what can be said about the associated optimality gaps when dimensioning principles
based on the asymptotic approximations are used.
Recall that under a linear cost structure, we aim to find the minimizing value
s\ast \lambda of K(s, \lambda ) as in (4.4) (we omit the argument r in this section for brevity). Since
K(s\lambda , \lambda )\rightarrow K\ast (\beta ) as \lambda \rightarrow \infty with s\lambda = \lambda +\beta 
\surd 
\lambda , we alternatively considered asymp-
totic minimizer sQED\lambda = [\lambda + \beta 
\ast \surd \lambda ] with \beta \ast minimizing K\ast (\beta ), and Figure 8 illus-
trated the accuracy of this asymptotic dimensioning scheme of systems of various
sizes. Indeed, Borst, Mandelbaum, and Reiman [21] showed that sQED\lambda is asymptoti-
cally optimal in the sense that
(5.11) K
\bigl( 
sQED\lambda , \lambda 
\bigr) 
= K(s\ast \lambda , \lambda ) + o(
\surd 
\lambda ).
The corrected approximation for the delay probability in (5.9), however, provides a
means to improve the accuracy of sQED\lambda . Namely, by substituting (5.9) into (4.4), it
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is clear that we can write
(5.12)
K(s\lambda , \lambda )\surd 
\lambda 
\approx K\ast (\beta ) + g\bullet (\beta )\surd 
\lambda 
=: K\bullet (\beta ),
with an error that is of order O(1/\lambda ) for uniformly bounded \beta and g\bullet (\beta ) := g\ast (\beta )/\beta .
If we consider the approximated cost function K\bullet (\beta ) in (5.12), and let \beta \ast \lambda be the
associated minimizer, then we expect the refined square-root rule s\bullet \lambda := [\lambda + \beta 
\ast 
\lambda 
\surd 
\lambda ]
to give a better approximation to the true optimizer s\ast \lambda . It is shown in Janssen,
van Leeuwaarden, and Zwart [81], by invoking Taylor's theorem, that \beta \ast \lambda = \beta 
\ast +
\beta \bullet /
\surd 
\lambda +O(1/\lambda ) with
(5.13) \beta \bullet =  - \beta 
\ast g\prime \bullet (\beta 
\ast )
K \prime \prime \ast (\beta \ast ) + 2r
.
The resulting refined square-root rule s\bullet \lambda = [s
QED
\lambda +\beta \bullet ] indeed yields an improvement
over the original square-root rule in terms of the optimality gap. Namely (see [81,
Thm. 2]),
(5.14) K(s\bullet \lambda , \lambda ) = K(s
\ast 
\lambda , \lambda ) +O(1/
\surd 
\lambda ).
Observe that the characterization of s\bullet \lambda as an O(1) correction to the original square-
root rule (1.1) provides a rigorous mathematical underpinning for the exceptionally
good performance of the QED dimensioning scheme observed in Figure 8.
In the context of M/M/s+M queues, Zhang, van Leeuwaarden, and Zwart [167]
obtain similar results on optimality gaps. Motivated by the results in [81, 167], Rand-
hawa [132] takes a more abstract approach to quantify optimality gaps of asymptotic
optimization problems. He shows under generally assumptions that when the approx-
imation to the objective function is accurate up to O(1), the prescriptions that are
derived from this approximation are o(1)-optimal. The optimality gap thus asymp-
totically becomes zero. This general setup is shown in [132] to apply to the M/M/s
queues in the QED regime, which confirmed and sharpened the results on the op-
timality gaps in [81, 167]. The abstract framework in [132], however, can only be
applied if refined approximations as discussed above are available. Optimality gaps
in settings with admission control in the QED regime, based on a trade-off between
revenue, costs, and service quality, have been studied in [140].
5.3. Refinements. A downside of heavy-traffic analysis is that the results are
of an asymptotic nature, and therefore approximations. Obtaining corrections or
refinements is one of the main goals of many research efforts, and the demonstration
in the previous two subsections is only a small part of a richer and active line of
research. In the QED context, this leads to the question of whether the three universal
properties provide the correct insight if the system size is only moderate or if the
efficiency hypothesis (Efficiency) is not exactly satisfied.
In the setting of a single server, Siegmund [142] proposes a corrected diffusion
approximation for the waiting time. In heavy traffic, its distribution is approximately
exponential. Siegmund gives a precise estimate of the correction term, nowadays a
classical result and textbook material; cf. [9, p. 369]. Siegmund's first-order correction
is extended by Blanchet and Glynn [19], who give a full series expansion for the G/G/1
waiting time distribution in heavy traffic. A result similar to [142] has been presented
in the QED context for the M/M/s queue in section 5 of this survey. A common
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threat of these approaches is that detailed information on the prelimit distribution
needs to be available.
In addition to corrected diffusion approximations, a number of other refinements
exist in the literature that provide improved (with respect to the heavy-traffic limit)
approximation of the invariant distribution. One class of such approximations is based
on variations of Stein's method [23, 25]. Another class of approximations is based
on the idea of considering the diffusion limit of a Markovian queue and replacing
the drift and diffusion coefficients with terms that depend on the parameters in the
prelimit. The goal is to improve the convergence rate in the QED regime and to
make the approximations accurate in other scaling regimes, hence the term universal
approximations. We refer the reader to [60, 58, 68] for a more in-depth discussion,
and we explain the idea of modifying a diffusion in the context of the Halfin--Whitt
diffusion, following an idea of Braverman and Dai [24].
Recall from Theorem 2.2 that the scaled queue length process in the QED regime
converges to a diffusion process with infinitesimal drift m(x) =  - \beta  - x1\{ x\leq 0\} and
infinitesimal variance \sigma 2(x) = 2. \beta can be expressed in terms of the prelimit char-
acteristics by the expression \beta = (s  - \lambda )/\surd \lambda . The idea in [24] is now to replace the
diffusion coefficient and consider
(5.15) \sigma 2\lambda (x) = 1 + 1\{ x> - \surd \lambda \} 
\biggl( 
1 - m(x)\surd 
\lambda 
\biggr) 
.
The resulting approximation for the steady-state density is explicit, and it is shown
in [24] that the resulting distributional approximation has an error of the order 1/\lambda ,
while the QED approximation has a much larger error of order 1/
\surd 
\lambda . Though the
associated approximation for the delay probability is worse than the approximations
and bounds presented in section 5 of this paper, the idea of modifying the limiting
diffusion appropriately seems to be of high potential, and worthy of further investi-
gation. The same can be said about Stein's method. Another line of research that
we think deserves attention is the development of nonasymptotic bounds that are
accurate in a QED setting. Recent work in this direction is [51].
6. Extensions. By now we should have developed a good understanding of why
the mathematical theory that comes with the QED regime for many-server systems
ranks among the most celebrated principles in applied probability. The goal of the
present section is to provide a survey of results for models that are more elaborate
than the basic models discussed so far. In particular, we shall consider more elaborate
models that incorporate various forms of user behavior (such as abandonments and
strategic behavior) and consider the impact of blocking in systems with finite waiting
rooms, as well as loss networks. We also consider parameter uncertainty, systems with
load balancing, and non-Markov G/G/1 systems. This list of extensions is far from
exhaustive but gives the reader a taste of how the fundamental QED principles given in
section 3 carry over or should be adapted in more elaborate settings. For multiclass
job types we refer the reader to [65, 6, 13, 59, 62, 148, 111, 11, 12]. Extensions
to heterogeneous servers can be found in [4, 8, 116, 145], and congestion control
mechanisms are considered in [139, 97, 10, 12, 11, 20, 62, 79].
6.1. Abandonments. So far, we have surveyed standard systems in which all
arriving jobs join the queue and stay until eventually being processed by one of the
servers. One model extension that is featured prominently in the literature is aban-
donment caused by customer impatience, in which case customers leave the system
without being served [47, 27, 126].
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The canonical model for abandonments is the M/M/s +M or Erlang A model
[126, 48], with dynamics similar to the M/M/s queue, with the additional feature
that each job is assigned an i.i.d. patience time, which is exponentially distributed
with mean 1/\theta . If a job's patience time expires before reaching an available server,
the job leaves (abandons) the system. As the number of jobs in the Erlang A queue
remains a birth-death process, its stationary distribution and associated performance
measures are fairly well understood, also in the QED regime [48, 166, 168]. Garnett,
Mandelbaum, and Reiman [48] and Zeltyn and Mandelbaum [166] show that in the
QED regime, with s\lambda = \lambda + \beta 
\surd 
\lambda and \lambda \rightarrow \infty ,
\BbbP (delay)\rightarrow 
\Biggl( 
1 +
\surd 
\theta 
k(\beta /
\surd 
\theta )
k( - \beta )
\Biggr)  - 1
(6.1)
and
\surd 
\lambda \BbbP (abandon)\rightarrow 
\surd 
\theta k(\beta /
\surd 
\theta ) - \beta 
1 +
\surd 
\theta k(\beta /
\surd 
\theta )/k( - \beta ) ,(6.2)
where k(\beta ) = \varphi (\beta )/\Phi ( - \beta ). Hence, the universal QED properties, discussed in sec-
tion 3, remain intact when the model includes abandonments. Moreover, the proba-
bility that a job abandons the system vanishes at rate O(1/
\surd 
\lambda ) as \lambda \rightarrow \infty . In [166],
the stationary QED limits for more generally distributed patience time are derived,
for which similar limiting behavior is proved. More surprisingly, it is shown that the
limit is insensitive to the patience time distribution as long as its density at 0, i.e., the
probability of abandoning immediately upon arrival, is fixed. On the process level,
the appropriately scaled queue length process of theM/M/s\lambda +M model in the QED
regime can be shown to converge to a piecewise-linear Ornstein--Uhlenbeck process
with drift terms
(6.3) m(x) =
\biggl\{  - \beta  - \theta x if x > 0,
 - \beta  - x if x \leq 0
and infinitesimal variance \sigma 2(x) = 2; see, e.g., [48]. Notice that for \theta = 0, we retrieve
the Halfin--Whitt diffusion in Theorem 2.2. Under more general assumptions, [115]
characterizes the QED limiting process for the G/GI/s+GI queue. More specifically,
they find that the QED limit of the G/M/s + GI queue is still a piecewise-linear
Ornstein--Uhlenbeck process.
The generalG/G/s+G queue under various modeling assumptions and its limiting
process in the QED regime has been studied in [48, 47, 159, 117, 166, 115, 89, 32, 134,
85, 168]. These works also include the case where the system is balanced from the
point of view of the abandonment probability, which relates to the efficiency driven
regime in our setting. Surveys on systems with abandonments are Ward [155] and
Dai and He [33].
6.2. Finite Waiting Space. We have assumed so far that systems have infinite
buffers for storing delayed jobs. Systems in applications such as data centers and
hospitals, however, are often limited in the number of jobs that can be held simul-
taneously. Depending on the practical setting and admission policy, if the maximum
capacity, say k, is reached, newly arriving jobs can either leave the system immedi-
ately (blocking), reattempt getting access later (retrials), or queue outside the facility
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(holding). In any case, expectations are that the queueing dynamics within the re-
source sharing facility are affected considerably in the presence of such additional
capacity constraints.
We illustrate these implications through the M/M/s/k queue, that is, the stan-
dard M/M/s queue with the additional property that a job that finds upon arrival
k jobs already present in the system is blocked/lost. To avoid trivialities, let k \geq s.
Since the mean workload reaching the servers is less than in an finite buffer (k =\infty )
scenario, one expects less congestion and resource utilization.
Consider the M/M/s\lambda /k\lambda in the QED regime. So, let \lambda increase while s\lambda scales
as in (1.1). We then ask how k\lambda should scale along with \lambda and s\lambda to maintain
the nondegenerate behavior as seen in section 2.1. We provide a heuristic answer.
Let Q(s\lambda ,k\lambda ) and W (s\lambda ,k\lambda ) denote the number of jobs in the system and delay in
the M/M/s\lambda /k\lambda queue in steady state. If there were no finite-size constraints, then
through (2.22)--(2.24), we find as \lambda \rightarrow \infty 
(6.4) \BbbP (Q(s\lambda ) \geq k\lambda ) = \BbbP 
\biggl( 
Q(s\lambda )  - s\lambda \surd 
s\lambda 
\geq k\lambda  - s\lambda \surd 
s\lambda 
\biggr) 
\rightarrow g(\beta ) e - \beta \gamma ,
where \gamma = lim\lambda \rightarrow \infty (k\lambda  - s\lambda )/\surd s\lambda . Hence, asymptotically the finite-size effects only
play a role if the extra variability hedge of k\lambda is of order
\surd 
s\lambda (or, equivalently, o(
\surd 
\lambda )).
Furthermore, if the variability hedge is o(
\surd 
\lambda ), then we argue that, asymptotically, all
jobs that do enter the system have probability of delay equal to zero. More formally,
under the twofold scaling rule
(6.5)
\biggl\{ 
s\lambda = \lambda + \beta 
\surd 
\lambda + o(
\surd 
\lambda ),
k\lambda = s\lambda + \gamma 
\surd 
s\lambda + o(
\surd 
\lambda ),
it is not difficult to deduce that (see, e.g., [118])
(6.6) \BbbP (delay)\rightarrow 
\biggl( 
1 +
\beta \Phi (\beta )
(1 - e - \beta \gamma )\varphi (\beta )
\biggr)  - 1
as \lambda \rightarrow \infty ,
which is strictly smaller than g(\beta ) in (3), but still bounded away from both 0 and
1, and thus the balance property holds. Furthermore, the buffer size of the queue
is n\lambda  - s\lambda = \gamma \surd s\lambda , so that by Little's law, the mean delay of an admitted job is
O(1/
\surd 
s\lambda ), implying that the QoS property holds. Even though resource utilization
in the M/M/s\lambda /n\lambda is less efficient than in the queue with unlimited waiting space,
it can be shown that \rho \lambda \rightarrow 1 as \lambda \rightarrow \infty . Hence, all three key characteristics of the
QED regime are carried over to the finite-size setting if one uses (6.5).
On a process level, adding a capacity constraint translates to adding a reflection
barrier to the normalized queue length process \=Q(s\lambda ,n\lambda ) = (Q(s\lambda ,n\lambda )  - s\lambda )/\surd s\lambda , at
\gamma , as is illustrated by the sample paths of \=Qs\lambda ,n\lambda for three values of \lambda in Figure 10.
Indeed, nondegenerate limiting behavior can be expected when the additional space
\gamma 
\surd 
s\lambda is of the same order as the natural fluctuations of the arrival process; see [118].
6.3. Strategic Behavior. The purpose of this section is to show that the universal
QED properties may no longer hold when there is strategic interaction between the
system operator and potential users. In several applications users have the option
whether to join a certain congestion-dependent service or not, leading to a game
theoretic setting where the provider of a service maximizes profit, and users decide
to join a service depending on their utility, possibly involving the mean delay. If
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Fig. 10 Sample paths of the normalized queue length process \=Q(s\lambda ,n\lambda )(t) with \lambda = 50, 100, and 500
under scaling (6.5) with \beta = 0.5 and \gamma = 1.
the market size is large, the QED capacity allocation rule can emerge endogenously,
though it is possible to obtain other scaling rules as well. Examples of such studies
include [100, 52, 125]. For illustrative purposes, we briefly describe the model and
results of Nair, Wierman, and Zwart[125] in more detail.
A user needs to decide whether or not to use a congestion-dependent service which
is free for the user (and supported by advertisements---think of Google or Facebook).
If the total user base that uses the service has magnitude \lambda , the user receives a utility
V (\lambda ) (this may be increasing with \lambda in a social network context), and a congestion-
dependent disutility \xi (s, \lambda ), chosen according to the mean delay in theM/M/s queue,
i.e., \xi (s, \lambda ) = C(s, \lambda )/(s - \lambda ) for \lambda < s and\infty otherwise. Given the choice of a number
of data processing units of the service provider, an infinitesimal user will join if and
only if V (\lambda ) - \xi (s, \lambda ) is nonnegative. The total market size of the user base is equal
to \Lambda , which is assumed to be large. For illustrative purposes, we restrict our study
to the case where the entire user population can cooperate, and therefore the total
arrival rate becomes
(6.7) \^\lambda \Lambda (s) = max
\Bigl\{ 
arg max
\lambda \in [0,\Lambda ]
[\lambda V (\lambda ) - \lambda \xi (s, \lambda )]
\Bigr\} 
.
The firm optimizes its revenue given this user behavior. The cost of each resource
is scaled to 1, and the average advertisement revenue per unit of users is set to b1. In
this case the optimal number of services k\ast (\Lambda ) becomes
(6.8) k\ast \Lambda = max
\Bigl\{ 
argmax
k\geq 0
[b1\^\lambda \Lambda (k) - k]
\Bigr\} 
.
It is possible to determine how k\ast \Lambda scales with \Lambda . As is shown in Theorem 1 of [125],
if \alpha = lim\lambda \rightarrow \infty U \prime (\lambda ) \in (0,\infty ) (which is the case if V is converging to a constant,
corresponding with an online service like Google), then there exists a strictly positive
and decreasing function \beta of \alpha such that k\ast \Lambda = \Lambda +
\sqrt{} 
\beta (\alpha )\Lambda (1 + o(1)). In the case
V (\lambda ) = \lambda v for some v > 0, then \alpha = \infty and users are more interested to join a
service if other users are present (as is the case in a social network like Facebook).
In this case, the firm can give less QoS: the number of spare servers becomes of the
order
\surd 
\Lambda 1 - c. If users cannot collaborate, the firm only needs two spare servers to
maximize its profit: the choice k\ast \Lambda = \Lambda + 2 makes the entire user population join the
network. This is an example of what is called a tragedy of the commons. There are
many additional opportunities for research in this domain; the recent monograph [66]
on the interface of game theory and queueing provides an excellent starting point.
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Another interesting research line is the analysis of the effect of delay announcements
on consumer behavior in a many-server setting; see [7, 69]. A recent survey on this
topic is [72].
6.4. Networks. The models shown so far are all single-station models. The
analysis of networks in the QED regime is more challenging; see, e.g., [113] for a QED
analysis of Markovian networks with time-varying rates and time-varying number
of servers, using the technique of strong approximations to obtain functional CLTs.
Parallel service systems with multiple service pools and multiple customer classes can
also be viewed as network extensions of single stations; see [10] for a diffusion control
problem and [62] for a strong approximation approach. In both papers the QED
regime plays a key role. In this section, we restrict ourselves to explaining how the
fundamental QED properties can be extended to a tractable class of loss networks.
A loss network is an extension of the Erlang B model and is especially relevant
for the analysis of communication networks. Consider a network with J links, and
suppose that link j, j = 1, . . . , J , comprises Cj circuits (servers). There are R classes
of calls called routes. A call on route r uses Ajr circuits from link j, where we take
Ajr to be either 0 or 1. Calls of route r arrive according to a Poisson arrival process
of rate \lambda r, and a call is blocked if the appropriate servers are not available. Assuming
unit exponential services on each route, it can be shown that the invariant distribution
\pi (n) can be written as a ratio of two Poisson probabilities. Specifically, let N be an
R-dimensional vector of independent Poisson random variables where the rate of Nr,
r \in R, equals \lambda r. Now
(6.9) \pi (n) =
P (N = n)
\BbbP (AN \leq C)I(An \leq C),
with C = (C1, . . . , CJ). Unfortunately the computation of the normalizing constant
\BbbP (AN \leq C) is nontrivial for large systems. It is possible to develop a Gaussian ap-
proximation using a central limit approach which can be seen as an extension of our
efficiency hypothesis (Efficiency). To have all links in the network critically loaded,
one considers the case where \lambda r = \lambda \nu r and replaces C with \lambda C + \beta 
\surd 
\lambda , with \lambda a
scaling parameter, as before and \beta a vector. It is possible to show that all links in the
network are critically loaded in this case if A\nu = C. For cases where only a subset
of links in the network is critically loaded, one must proceed in a much more delicate
manner; see [70].
The normalizing constant can, under our scaling hypothesis, be written as \BbbP ((AN - 
\lambda C) \leq \surd \lambda \beta ), which converges to a multivariate Gaussian distribution, as A\lambda \nu = \lambda C.
The analogue of (QoS) can be seen as the fact that each user has a dedicated group of
service once it is admitted, and the probability of blocking decays at a rate O(1/
\surd 
\lambda ),
which is analogous to the blocking rate in a simple Erlang B system, relating to (Bal-
ance). For more details on these properties and more background, we refer the reader
to [93], which is still a valuable source of information, and to the more recent [94].
For recent progress on computational procedures, we refer the reader to [88, 3].
Other network extensions of QED principles have been established, though it is
typically hard to derive explicit results for the associated limiting distributions and/or
processes. For work on fork--join networks in the QED regime, we refer the reader
to [106, 107, 108], while bandwidth sharing networks in the QED regime have been
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investigated in [135]. For network analogues of the twofold scaling rule presented in
section 6.2 (in particular (6.5)), see [95, 164, 147].
6.5. Parameter Uncertainty. Models describing multiserver systems typically
assume perfect knowledge of the model primitives, including the mean demand per
time period. For large-scale systems, the dominant assumption in the literature is
that demand arrives according to a nonhomogeneous Poisson process, just as in sec-
tion 4, which translates to the assumption that arrival rates are known for each basic
time period (second, hour, or day). In practice, however, estimates for mean demand
typically rely on historical data and are therefore subject to uncertainty. This param-
eter uncertainty is likely to affect the effectiveness of capacity sizing rules. Examples
of studies in staffing or resource allocation rules under parameter uncertainty are
[112, 87, 61, 16, 159]; see also the references therein.
As an illustration, consider a resource allocation problem with Poisson \lambda arrivals
and exponential (\mu ) servers. Suppose that \mu = 1, and \lambda is unknown. For instructive
purposes, we make a resource allocation decision s based on the infinite server approx-
imation \BbbP (Pois(\lambda ) > s\lambda ) \leq \varepsilon . In case \lambda is known and large, the choice s\lambda = \lambda + \beta 
\surd 
\lambda ,
with \beta = 1 - \Phi  - 1(\varepsilon ), would be natural; see (2.1). If \lambda is not known but needs to be
estimated from data, it is instructive to see how the choice of s is affected. Suppose
we have an estimator \^\lambda of \lambda which is approximate normally distributed with standard
deviation \sigma . When would it be appropriate to simply take s = \^\lambda + \beta 
\sqrt{} 
\^\lambda ? To obtain
some insight, we use the approximation Pois(\lambda ) \sim \lambda +G\surd \lambda and assume \^\lambda = \lambda +G0\sigma ,
where G and G0 are independent standard normal variables. Then we see the fol-
lowing: If \lambda is large, we need to pick s such that P (\^\lambda + \sigma G0 + G
\sqrt{} 
\^\lambda > s) = \varepsilon ,
yielding s = \^\lambda + \beta 
\sqrt{} 
\sigma 2 + \^\lambda . If \sigma 2 is of the order \^\lambda , it follows that the naive rule
s = \^\lambda + \beta 
\sqrt{} 
\^\lambda leads to poor system performance. It would be valuable to develop
similar quantitative insights for more realistic models.
A related yet fundamental difficulty arises when fluctuations in demand are larger
than anticipated by the Poisson assumption. In this case, the Poisson assumption is
wrong, and standard QED rules need to be modified, even when there is an infinite
amount of data. Indeed, although natural and convenient from a mathematical view-
point, the Poisson assumption often fails to be confirmed in practice. A deterministic
arrival rate implies that the demand over any given period is a Poisson random vari-
able, whose variance equals its expectation. A growing number of empirical studies
of service systems shows that the variance of demand typically exceeds the mean sig-
nificantly; see [14, 16, 17, 27, 31, 47, 61, 87, 96, 112, 121, 137, 144, 165]. The feature
that variability is higher than one expects from the Poisson assumption is referred to
as overdispersion.
Due to its inherent connection with the CLT, the square-root rule relies heavily
on the premise that the variance of the number of jobs entering the system over
a period of time is of the same order as the mean. Subsequently, when stochastic
models do not take into account overdispersion, resulting performance estimates are
likely to be overoptimistic. The system then ends up being underprovisioned, which
possibly causes severe performance problems, particularly in critical loading. To deal
with overdispersion, existing capacity sizing rules like the square-root rule need to
be modified in order to incorporate a correct hedge against (increased) variability.
Following our findings in section 3, the following adapted capacity allocation rule
may be proposed:
(6.10) s = \mu A + \beta \sigma A,
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where \mu A and \sigma A are the mean and standard deviation of demand per period, respec-
tively, and \beta > 0. This is similar to (1.1) in which the original variability hedge is
replaced by an amount that is proportional to the square root of the variance of the
arrival process. In [120], it is shown that this rule indeed leads to QED-type behavior
in bulk-service queues as the system size grows. For the M/M/s queue, this has been
studied in [112] and [16], but more work in this area seems necessary.
6.6. Load Balancing. The analysis and design of load balancing schemes has
attracted strong renewed interest in the last several years, mainly motivated by sig-
nificant challenges involved in assigning tasks (e.g., file transfers, compute jobs, and
database look-ups) to servers in large-scale data centers. Load balancing schemes
provide an effective mechanism for improving QoS experienced by users while achiev-
ing high resource utilization levels, goals that are perfectly aligned with the QED
regime. A distinguishing feature of such systems, however, is that there is no cen-
tralized queue, so that an incoming job should be forwarded instantaneously from
the dispatcher to one of the servers. To achieve QED optimality, communication is
needed between the dispatcher and servers. This can cause a prohibitive communica-
tion burden in large-scale deployments and asks for assessing load balancing schemes
in terms of trade-offs between performance and implementation overhead.
A naive example of a load balancing scheme is Round Robin, a cyclic scheme
that requires no communication, under which every sth job is assigned to the same
server. For Poisson arrivals and service requirements equal to a constant, Round Robin
achieves ``perfect load balancing"" among servers, and the delay distribution is the same
as that of a single server serving every sth arrival of a Poisson input, or rather, Erlang
input. In that case the delay distribution can be approximated by a Gaussian random
walk, and all three structural properties are still justified. If deterministic job sizes
are being replaced with general job sizes, the system still operates in heavy traffic,
and the probability of delay converges to a value in the interval (0, 1), but the mean
delay will no longer be of the order O(1/
\surd 
\lambda ) but constant, so that the third structural
QED property no longer holds.
A more involved example concerns the Join-the-Shortest-Queue (JSQ) scheme
and several of its variations, such as versions where the shortest of d = d(s) randomly
chosen queues is selected [122, 154, 22, 109, 110, 53, 26, 39, 46]. In recent years sev-
eral new results were discovered for JSQ(d(s)) multiserver systems that operate in
the QED regime (s  - \lambda (s))/\surd s \rightarrow \beta > 0 as s \rightarrow \infty . Eschenfeldt and Gamarnik [38]
considered the JSQ scheme with d(s) = s and introduced a properly centered and
scaled version of the system occupancy processes. They showed that, as s\rightarrow \infty , the
sequence of processes converges weakly to a system of coupled stochastic differential
equations. Although this scaling limit differs from the diffusion limit obtained for the
fully pooled M/M/s queue, it shares similar favorable QED properties such as van-
ishing delay. The downside, however, is that a nominal implementation of JSQ comes
with a large communication overhead. It was recently shown that for d(s) such that
d(s)/(
\surd 
s log(s))\rightarrow \infty as s\rightarrow \infty the diffusion limit of JSQ(d(s)) corresponds to that
for the JSQ policy [124, 123]. This indicates that the overhead of the JSQ policy can
``almost"" be reduced to O(
\surd 
s log s) while retaining diffusion-level optimality. Many
exciting problems in this area, which is still in its infancy, are still open; particular
examples are scaling laws (in s) of the amount of memory used by the dispatcher, and
the amount of communication overhead per packet. See [149] for a dedicated survey
on this topic.
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6.7. General Interarrival and Service Times. Now consider the G/G/s queue,
the natural extension of the M/M/s queue to generally distributed interarrival times
and service times. Establishing QED limits for the G/G/s queue has led to a remark-
able research effort, the majority of which having taken place over the last decade.
When one moves beyond the exponential and deterministic assumptions, establishing
QED behavior becomes mathematically more challenging, and most of the analy-
sis of the G/G/s queue in the QED regime has evolved around the characterization
of the stochastic-process limit of the centered and scaled process, under various as-
sumptions on the model primitives. We restrict our discussion to developments on
the basic G/G/s queue; a more extensive discussion, including work on abandon-
ments, can be found in the surveys [127, 33]. Puhalskii and Reiman [131] analyze
the multiclass queue with phase-type service times in the QED regime. Heavy-traffic
limits for queues in which service time distributions are lattice-based and/or have
finite support are studied by Mandelbaum and Mom\v cilovi\'c [114] and Gamarnik and
Mom\v cilovi\'c [45]. The most general class of distributions is considered by Reed [133]
and Puhalskii and Reed [130], who impose no assumptions on the service time dis-
tribution except for the existence of the first moment. Both of these papers focus on
the queue length process. The paper by Reed [133] utilizes an ingenious connection
with the infinite server queue, a connection which is developed further by Puhalskii
and Reed [130], where results from modern empirical process theory (including the
usage of outer measures to avoid measurability problems) are used to their full poten-
tial. Equally important steps forward concern the usage of measure-valued processes
by Kang, Kaspi, and Ramanan [90, 89, 91]. Assuming minor additional regularity
conditions on the service-time distribution (like a bounded density and sufficiently
many finite moments), the paper [91] unravels the structure of the limit process that
appears after scaling. A key insight from these works is that the limiting queue length
process can be interpreted as a one-dimensional diffusion with a drift that depends
on the entire history of the process, as opposed to the Halfin--Whitt diffusion that
comes with exponential service times, where the drift depends on the current scaled
queue length only. As a result, even after taking the limit, the resulting limit process
for the G/G/s queue still has a complicated steady-state distribution, and it is there-
fore not surprising that considerably less is known for the corresponding steady-state
distribution of the G/G/s queue in the QED regime. An exception is the work by
Gamarnik and Goldberg [49, 44], who perform their analysis under the mild assump-
tion that the service time distribution has finite (2 + \varepsilon ) moments and reveal suitable
analogues of all three structural properties mentioned at the beginning of this section,
and, in addition, explicit tail bounds for the distribution of the delay are developed.
Without aiming to be exhaustive, we also point out the recent preprints focusing on
infinite second moments [50] and mean waiting times [51]. This tutorial is not focused
on heuristic approximations (for example, based on infinite-server models). A recent
paper in this direction is [105].
Finally, we note that the impact of heavy tails is somewhat different than one
might expect: the assumption of a service-time distribution with infinite variance is
mainly made for technical purposes (as seen by the generality of the framework in
[133, 130]), while an extension to interarrival times with infinite variance is changing
the nature of the scaling procedure itself. For example, to achieve the balance property
(Balance) in the G/M/s queue where interarrival times have a power law tail with
index \alpha \in (1, 2), the proper dimensioning rule is s\lambda = \lambda + \beta \lambda (\alpha  - 1) - 1 ; see [127, 128,
136].
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